INTRODUCTION
Advance in materials technology is allowing the contiguous growth of substances of considerably different properties. Present integrated circuit processing techniques allow various combinations of metals, dielectrics, and semiconductors to be layered together where these materials may or may not be crystalline. We may expect to see in the future the use of magnetic films [l] , [2] (metallic or nonmetallic), uniaxial and biaxial dielectric films [3] , [4], ferrite films, magnetically induced semiconductor gyroelectric films, and widely varying compositions of compound films such as binary, ternary, and quaternary compounds. More creative use of materials, especially for Manuscript received November 11, 1984; revised September 7, 1985 . The author is with the Electronics Technology Division, Naval Research IEEE Log Number 8406413.
Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20375. monolithic integrated circuits, will probably occur in the future. Besides some of the more familiar classes of anisotropic materials mentioned above, materials with optical activity may be employed in integrated circuit applications. Finally, very complex materials with a combination of birefringent gyroelectric, gyromagnetic, optical rotation, or other anisotropic properties may be utilized. Furthermore the use of semiconductors, dielectrics, or magnetomaterials rotated off principal axes or convenient axis coordinates can be envisioned.
Conventional methods either in direct or Fourier transformed space using planar symmetry are not general enough to enable the interested worker in the microwave or millimeter wave area to readily solve such complex problems outlined above. The theoretical formulation presented in this communication shows how to solve for an interface Green's function leading to determination of the electromagnetic fields in a multilayered planar structure having complex anisotropic layers. The only restrictions to the formulation below are that the conductors are assumed to be lossless and infinitesimally thick.
Expeditious ways of solving field problems based on Maxwell's equations, but avoiding gauge methods, are possible by using field matrix techniques. For two field components, two second-order partial differential equations (PDE's) must be employed in two field components to find the field solution. Matrix techniques using two field components have been often used in the optics [5] , [6] and microwave/electromagnetics [7] areas. Nevertheless, as the medium becomes more complex with less symmetry, the two-component methods become increasingly difficult to implement. Lack of conductor line symmetry also complicates the two-component solution methods.
Use of four components has been shown in rcflcction and transmission light problems to lead to simple PDE's [8], [9] . A fourcomponent method has the great advantage of enabling the use of only first-order PDE's. The four-component technique also has the ability to allow direct field matching at layer boundaries or interfaces [lo] . In [lo] it is pointed out that such field matching avoids the need to employ auxiliary equations in the two suppressed field components if using the two-component method, thus providing some economy in problem solving.
Here a new formulation technique for solving the field problem is developed for layered media possessing complex anisotropic properties. A four-component method is utilized by adapting the 4 X 4 matrix approach in [lo] to the spectral domain or Fourier transform domain (FTD). Significant advantage is gained by working in the FTD because Green's function convolution integrals for determination of field quantities due to current sources are converted into algebraic products. Section I1 develops the normal mode field solution formulation in the FTD. One should be alerted that the chosen column field vector used here differs from [lo] in the component selection and arrangement. Section III gives the solution to the open or uncovered multilayered patch problem. The Green's function G which is derived pertains to a perfectly conducting ground plane. From G one can obtain the electromagnetic fields using standard method of moments numerical techniques assisted by identical expansion and test basis functions (Galerkin approach). Involved in such determinations is the application of the remaining set of BC's requiring the electric field E = 0 on the interface conductors. The solution of (14) is
In (21) the matrix elements r; of R' are where h, is the jth layer thickness and y ; = 0 corresponds to an interface. Solutions to (24) in they; coordinate system can be written as
Substituting (28) 
+ y o l a =P"'(Y~)by(o).
(31) Fig. 1 shows the structure of the waveguiding layered configuration. It has a bottom perfectly conducting ground plane. Layers are characterized by thicknesses hj, there being a total of n + 1 layers, the last layer having h,, = m. There are n interfaces between the layers, and a total of n interface surface currents 2. These surface currents are point sources or infinitesimal dipoles and we set the jth surface current as 1)) for the jth layer, there being a total of n + 1 tensors for all layers. In the (n + 1)th layer only +y outward propagating (or decaying) waves are desired in this limit, and this fact is utilized later to find the Green's function.
III. HALF-OPEN PATCH STRUCTURE

T~=(a+t)6(x-xj)s(z-Zj).
The normal mode or eigenvector solutions found in Section II must be superpositioned to represent the actual (total) field solution in each layer, Am(yL).
4
Am@A)=C ei47CvL).
(36)
The mapping of Am(0) into Am(yA) which is essential to the derivation below is readily found using (31):
Four-element column vector Am is convenient to use for applying interface or boundary conditions since the BC's can be expressed In (41), h i = hj, the j t h layer thickness, except for the mth layer where hl = y;. Equation (41) generates left ascending P J products.
Fm./ in (41) has a simple but elegant physical interpretation. It is a mapping prefactor operator which takes the quantity to its right and pulls it through I layers until it arrives at y ; in the mth layer. Applied to (40), the operator with I = m takes the field vector Al(0) and draws it through all m layers to the position y ; in the final mth layer. When I = m -k as in the second operator acting on the kth discontinuity BC, the operator pulls the BC sitting on the kth
Normal mode eigenvalues kyi are found by placing (45) into (30) assisted by (26). The dispersion equation {k:i-[k:+l-k:-kf]}2=0
results with k,+ = w2e,+ ]p,+ Equation (46) produces two distinct eigenvalues, or a total of four normal modes, two being degenerate. Placing kJi into (29) and using three of the four implied equations produces the eigenvectors QYf1(0). We choose k,;, i = 1 or 2, to be the distinct eigenvalues, and denote the two different eigenvectors associated with each i by subscripts LI and b. Because the (n + 1)th layer is semi-infinite, only the outward propagating (or decaying)
wave in the + Y direction is displayed below. Notice that this degenerate normal mode solution consists of TM, and " E , forms. Since the medium is isotropic, the solution could have been resolved into other TM, and TE, forms where n = rectangular axis. Equations (47) are used to construct the total field vector at y,'+ = 0.
An+'(0)=An+IQq,-'(O)+Bn+lbq,+'(O).
(48)
Equating (48) are cyclic, exclude i (notation 9, and equal one through four. Equation (49) is inserted into (40) so that Am(yA) is determined. The l??(h,) and &hm) electric field components are then extracted out of the resulting (40) and related to all the interface surface current vectors (or surface current components). The identical procedure is carried out for each interface set of electric field components, yielding a total of n interface electric field component sets related to n interface surface current vectors. Dyadic G relates these two sets.
The Green's function G in the FTD relating the field components at each interface U to all the interface currents W , U = G W , is explicitly defined by such as fields in the layered mediums, radiated fields, and mutual self-port impedances between the patches can be found. All of these quantites are dependent on the independent real variable radian frequency w. Resonant frequencies can be defined using this approach if the imaginary part(s) of the self-impedance(s) are set equal to zero. Derivation of the zero-reaction theorem [ 1 11 can be shown to lead to s', -Et d s = -(x Zt-nfi, . B') dui (58) (58), x is the surface current on the perfectly conducting patches, x. and G; the volume elecmc and magnetic current within the source volume Vi region, and E!, Rf the test fields due to test sources located on surface S. Although the currents and fields in (58) as formulated are used in direct space, the currents and fields are first found through FTD Green's function techniques covered in this paper and then inverse Fourier transformed back into direct space to enlist (58). If the patches are not probe fed, being unattached to conductors which may violate the planar nature of the structure, the complementary quality [ 141, [ 151 of the interface fields and currents (including those on the conducting patches) can be enlisted to find resonant frequencies. At these specific resonant frequencies, fields in the layers and fields outside of the layers (either considered as radiated from the antenna viewpoint or decaying leaky fields from the resonator viewpoint) are available. Below follows a discussion of the nonprobe fed patch structure. u;(x, k,, w) and w ;~) (x, k,, o) are the electric field and current distributions on the interfaces. If one assumes perfect conductors on the interfaces, w~# = 0 when I(; # 0 and the converse. This complementary nature of interface fields and currents makes all Y, t = 0. It is not necessary for field or current symmetry with respect to the x-axis or z-axis to hold in order to assure that the left-hand side of 
IV. CONCLUSION
The great value of the matrix method covered in this communication is that it permits a systematic approach for solving most planar patch conductor field problems. Methodology is so general as to afford solutions to the most complex anisotropic layered problems. However, many simpler problems are just .as readily solved by the method. Computer program construction based on the method should allow workers in the microwave and millimeter wave community to easily deal with structures having a few layers to hundreds of layers, but use a technique which avoids the use of mesh sizes and shapes as employed, for example, by finite difference and f i t e element numerical approaches. The matrix method was formulated in the Fourier transformed domain (or spectral domain) because of the advantage of converting integral expressions or integral equations into algebraic and differential equations. Although the approach in the communication was differential, the reader should be aware that electromagnetic field information and current distribution information must still be obtained by converting from the Fourier domain to the real or direct space domain by inverse Fourier transformations.
Inverse Fourier transformation may sometimes be avoided by looking for strictly far-field information or by wanting only nonprobe fed (free standing) patch structure resonant frequencies which are complex.
As presented here, the formulation as applied to free standing patches yields in principle exact field solutions provided an unlimited amount of basis functions in complete sets are employed and sufficient computer core and time are available. Depending on the specific layered problem attacked, a finite number of basis functions will be required and the problem solvable within an acceptable level of accuracy or approximation. The starting point of the method is the specification or determination of constitutive tensor A?; characterizing each layer i.
should be determined from the physical microscopic or macroscopic properties of each layer material under consideration.
Since & I ; is a macroscopic tensor, it is essential that all microscopic phenomena leading to electromagnetic field interactions be representable ultimately at the macroscopic level. This conversion from microscopic to macroscopic representation is required for all layers if the formulation technique is to work. For example, in a relatively thick semiconductor layer where the bulk A?; can be used, A& would arise from various microscopic transport effects such as impurity coulomb scattering, alloy scattering, carrier-carrier scattering via coulomb and exchange interactions, and intravalley and intervalley scattering. Converting the above semiconductor transport effects from the microscopic to the macroscopic level is well understood and regularly done. Such an approach has been applied to the case of slow wave propagation in a layered monolithic GaAs microstrip structure which displays voltage variable phase shift between DC and 18 GHz. The monolithic device was designed with micron dimensions in order to operate up to 150 GHz in a fundamental mode of propagation [17], [18] . For layers which are narrow and lead to separation and discretation of carrier energy levels in the transverse or ydirection, this two-dimensional effect may play a noticeable role in altering the scattering behavior through change of carrier quantum mechanical wavefunctions qC. However qc is obtained (including or not including many body effects), it must be utilized to go from microscopic considerations to the macroscopic determination of a;.
